OFF THE FLOOR

L.A. WOMAN
“They were expecting a 6ft black man to walk in,
chewing on a wasp. Not a 5ft 3” posh bird with a cap,”
says DJ Rap of her early days defining the jungle
movement in her brilliantly honest and insightful
book, Intelligent Woman. Speaking exclusively to Off
The Floor, Charissa Saverio explains the origins of
her moniker. “I’d get drunk in pubs, get on the mic
trashed, all the girls would do it, ‘Let’s rap!’” Saverio
says. “And Rap became my name, plus wearing an
NWA hat till it fell off. I was producing before I was
DJing, putting samples under other tracks before
jungle, sending it out to 30 labels. FFRR got back and
told me to stay on it. DJing has become synonymous
with being stupid and all about celebrity, it’s
embarrassing to be a DJ now. I’m a producer first, DJ
second. It would be great to say there was a feminist
angle to the name, but I often regretted it, because it
had nothing to do with drum & bass. And all my life,
I’ve never put myself in a box: I can do film, theatre,
rave, the next.”
Yet the book tells the rare story of the life of a female
finding herself through acid house. Fired for asking
for equal pay from the Astoria in 1990, with a trackby-track breakdown of the meanings to each song
on her 1998 album ‘Learning Curve’ on Sony’s Higher
Ground imprint, it reads like a feminist manifesto
within a male-dominated industry.
“When I first moved out on my own, I was on the
phone to the dole, saying DJ Rap was my brother,
and I would dress like a boy, militant, but my attitude
was, just ’cause I’ve got tits doesn’t mean I can’t DJ
with balls.”
DJ Rap is the original wild child of rave. This is the guts
on the dancefloor spill on all the paedophilia, rape,
death threats, addiction, becoming an actress kinda
life that led her to superstar re-birthing in LA. She’s
lost everything, and now, re-launching her label Propa
Talent, she’s never been stronger. Wait up, did you say
rape?
“I guess rape comes in different forms,” she says.
“There seems to be varying levels of it. There’s violent
rape when you get attacked by a stranger in the street,
say, and then there are these passive rapes where you
are completely destabilised by the bizarreness of the
situation and the unseen power of the perpetrator.
Doing this book was partly due to #MeToo, I felt I
could offer support to people writing from my own
experiences. One of the reasons I fell in love with the
rave scene was because no one hit on me. From being
catnip to the paedophiles, for me to walk into a rave,
sit in the dust and just talk, that was a new experience,
I didn’t want to bring attention to myself — that
had five years of my life, where I didn’t have a sexual
experience, I was a sex camel. No one was doing that,
sure pills and LSD, but the music was the key, and you
travelled in packs together and it was about the music.
Our parents had Woodstock, we had rave, no one
looked sexy. I considered myself ugly anyway. The ugly
duckling. I had total body dysmorphia, still do. For me,
my dress reflected the new me, who just wanted to
have a good time. I did my best to look as normal and
unglamorous as I could.”
At the Wallis Road raves in Hackney, she says, “I was
now sporting an NWA T-shirt, baseball cap, trainers
and baggy jeans. I looked like a right little ragamuffin.”
Charissa comes from times before the solidarity of
shared experience through populist hashtags. Born in
Singapore, her father had film star looks and worked
in the Italian embassy, but split with her mother.
Enter a loathsome abusive stepfather, and a heap
of instability, shifting from the glam hotels which
employed him to boarding school in Malaysia, to the
New Forest — she went from being bullied to being
popular, riding horses with a defiant fearlessness. But
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her mother failed to believe the abuse she’d suffered,
and thus, young Rap stayed on holiday in Greece,
letting the man who wanted to marry her at 16 return
to England without her. She stayed away in Turkey till
the Christmas shortly before the Second Summer Of
Love, the perfect age to dive right in. She met inspo
DJs when working in Selfridges, got her own place
in Brixton, punctuated with various madcap love
affairs, one of which led her to pack Christmas trees in
Coventry.
Other jobs on the way to finding herself included
dancing on tables, modelling for The Sun’s Page 3 and
working on a sex line. She even tried life in a solicitor’s
office.
“Hearing DJ Marvin play two tracks, ‘Din Da Da’ and
Soul II Soul, making a whole new track, it blew my
mind. I don’t use plug-ins, to this day, mixing is key,
thinking it’ll go nice if it rolls out with this… I’m not
influenced by other DJs, but production, we’re making
music to impress each other, for yourself, and for the
fans, all we do is listen. We all live by that thing of
finding it so annoying how good another person is...”
Finding a new acid house family, DJ Rap, alongside
Kemistry & Storm, Sonique, Smokin’ Jo and a heap
of other females found themselves on every single
flyer of millions distributed when the government
were locking down raves and confiscating
soundsystems. One low point was playing 4Hero’s
‘Mr Kirk’s Nightmare’ at a Telepathy rave, when a kid
had just been stabbed. “There was a dark side rising

in the scene, as it attracted mainstream attention.
The general public was aware that jungle was a thing,
albeit still an underground movement.”
Was jungle gangster in the early nineties? “The natural
evolution [from the acid house peace and love phase],
is it gets gangsta… but it wasn’t then. The MDMA thing
is more alive now, the boys were family, so when we
didn’t agree, it hurt. It is more of a business now than
it ever was then. Everyone was punching weight from
trauma to be heard, you’re going to get volatility in
that situation, and the intentions were pure. These
guys were like me, I was volatile. I’d been through a
lot. I could defuse the situation, but it was new ground.
People always come along, feed off us, make money
by not paying artists. I’d love to name names, but now
people are making millions: Spotify, Pandora, YouTube,
feeding off our music and we don’t get paid, that is
gangster. If people knew how hard it is to make a living
because of those gangsters. It’s all about the superagent now — you could be the best, most talented,
and it’s politics in how you get the gigs. Techno girls
are slaying it, they’re amazing — I love these women,
and Mistress Barbara on four turntables. Whenever
I’m asked if it’s guys against the girls, all I ever got
was support. There’s gonna be people that love you
and hate you, women all over the world are getting
persecuted, a lot less in our scene. Even as a little child,
at 10 I knew what was wrong — and there’s something
about it, but someone creeping in your room, saying
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